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meaningful and honorable life. Otherwise, political interests will continue
to humiliate human values with their confused ideas.
Even though philosophy has some common logical tools, processes,
and methodology with sciences, it has some exclusive subjects, like ethics,
epistemology, etc. Philosophy has a privilege over sciences and arts in
determining and defining differences and classifications of them.
However, philosophical divisions are very general and limited and must
stop at their legitimate limits. Classification of sciences and arts amongst
each other has no philosophical, logical criterion; it is complex, historical,
and contingent. On the other hand, the philosophical criteria of
classification are unique and legitimate in their own limits. Classification
of sciences has a philosophical and methodological approach, not a
scientific and logical one. Logic gives proof but methodology gives some
reasons for scientific and philosophical acts without proof but no way to
think otherwise rationally. There is no such scientific branch called
“science”, which would classify sciences, it is called philosophy for
millennia. Scientific activity is divided into two processes, discovery and
proof. Discovery is not a very logical part of scientific methodology. It runs
with analogy, induction, intuition, etc. but no deduction. Deduction is used
for empirical proof of a scientific hypothesis. The process of discovery, on
the contrary, requires philosophical systematization and inspiration to give
provable theoretical form to the first-hand factual propositions of empirical
data.
Meric system is necessarily needed (1) in learning the historical
developments of scientific discoveries, so, namely, in educating new
scientists and the other youngsters too; 2) in the institutionalization of
education systems and academic organizations; 3) in discovery processes
of any scientific activities; 4) in imagining a meaningful world by a unified
picture of sciences and arts. The necessary semantic classification criteria
of the Meric system can be found in some results of noetic arts, and they
are the needs for rational creativity and self-realization; they are only for
pragmatic usage, and the Meric system does not (!) promise or rule an
ontological and political, universal, or simply a metaphysical system as had
been produced in history. Because there cannot be such a realist
metaphysical system, it produces illusion. This limitation of the Meric
system comes from its metaphysical nihilist foundation. All of the
scientific branches in the system will be the subjects of critical philosophy.
Philosophy cannot organize and classify sciences between each other but
does it necessarily until the final meta-divisions in principle, e.g. social physical sciences, no further. Philosophy can offer meta-criteria for
classification. Additionally, there is not a division between science and
metaphysics, unlike Kant, and not a unified scientific metaphysics, unlike
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Hegel. They all are illusions, and subjects of the critical perspective. And,
this is also another reason why we need such a system. At least, we should
have a system in principle to go on throughout a metaphysical criticism.
The philosophy of Anthropogonia defines the rational principles of the
architecture of our Meric system of sciences, arts, and education. There is
a great history behind the classifications of sciences and academic
tradition, which is needed to be remembered.1
Meric system is a meta-philosophical theory and a meta-theory for
education too. There are very well-organized education models, e.g.
Montessori, I. B. schools, learning styles, etc. Meric system is not one of
them. It should be considered a meta-model of them. Any education model
needs to be based on a meta-theory. They have some philosophical, and
scientific premises but without proven criteria and a philosophical system.
Meric system is based on a philosophical anthropological theory called
Anthropogonia and organized according to the ethical and cognitive skills
of human nature. Therefore, an education model can refer to it and
constantly control itself according to this meta-system. If the aim of an
education system is not to raise qualified slaves, it has to follow and
develop the ethical and cognitive faculties of human nature. Then, the
problem is based on the deepest philosophical question, “what is the human
being”. An education model cannot answer this question. Meric system
that is based on such a philosophical anthropological perspective of
thousands of years offers a map and also draws the limits of metatheoretical promises for any education model.
2. Archaic and Antique Greek Systems
In the archaic times, the main subject of civilization was only the
well-being of family life in a society with natural harmony. This is
supposed to be the basis of a civilization. Unfortunately, power and so
theory, hard work, and war became more important than it. In the natural
state, there was no definite division of labor. The shaman of society became
a scientist or a wise person because of being born with some extraordinary
skills. Her skills were diagnosed by the older shaman, and she was
educated as an astronomer, physician, etc. They could look at you, and tell
you the mental and medical history of your lifetime. After the division of
labor, we see well-organized liberal scientists and teachers in Sumerians.
Kramer (1963) the famous specialist on Sumerians called their system “A
pre-Greek system of education”. From mathematics to ballet, the Sumerian
civilization had a great classification of the sciences and an academic
ranking system. Just as in the Aristotelian system, the function of the
1

See a highly detailed work on this subject: Bilgic, Meric. (2016). Bilim, Felsefe
ve Üniversite (Philosophy, Science and University). Kocaeli: Umuttepe
Publishing.
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sciences was to “define and classify” things and gods. Giving a definition
is the basic and exclusive role of philosophy. In this context, the task of a
definition is to give proof of that definition.
All of the scientific theories with the names of Greek philosophers,
including Thales and Pythagoras theorems, were available at least a
millennium ago in Mesopotamian civilizations. Making an experiment
with hands was for slaves; the Greeks thought only and produced the
methodology of scientific theory that we still use today. Plato in his
gymnasium called “Academia” set the basic construction of the academic
system of sciences. In his system, which can be seen in table 1, Plato settles
the subject on a shamanic order of worlds between the Sky and the Earth
as he borrows it from Heraclitus. Head and Logos belong to the Sun, the
body belongs to the Earth. Philosophical creativity and positive sciences
belong to rational Apollonic study. However, positive sciences are
hypothetically applied on geometrical dimensions, and depend on
teleological (teleute) and intentional (dianoia) thinking, philosophy, on the
contrary, creates principles by pure reason beyond intentional dependency.
For the Meric system, this is the basic distinction of cognitive
faculties between intentionally thinking of an object in a transitive way and
non-intentionally sticking to the act of thinking itself in an abstract,
reflective way. Latter is called Nous, pure reason, transcendental logic,
theoretical intuition, and so on. Systematic thinking is based on some
implicit or explicit constitutional rules, axioms, or a priories. If so, then
how can we think beyond the system when we think of between systems
or their constitutional axioms? It is the same with producing scientific
theories, which depend on a paradigm: How can we scientifically compare
paradigms or produce a new one in a scientific crisis where we are out of
a theory? These are possible only by such a pure theoretical intuition. It is
the source of intuitive, irrational rationality. Intuition is an evolutionary
extension of the inner sense. Understanding or application of cognitive
categories is used in intuitively creating a totality through the unity of some
elements. It is the most general aim of intelligence to reach the aesthetical
form of totality and conceptual universality! Therefore, there is an intuition
behind understanding and intelligence. The products of pure reason cannot
be obtained through experimentation, but, like scientific theories, they can
be hypothetically proven2. Like scientific knowledge, they include some
implicit possibilities of error, but they are necessary, and we cannot think
without them. Intuition helps to evaluate a whole system and overcome the
computational halting problem in cognitive experiences. Intuition is a gift
of the evolution of millions of years. Therefore, there is a non-intentional
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As an example, see, Bilgic, Meric. Critique of Rationality. Berlin: Peter Lang,
(2022).
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domain of thinking. It is called “art”, thinking aesthetically, and acting in
life in a creative, rational way to participate in the flux of nature.
Participating in the historical flux of nature through a rational way of
thinking works in the same way for creating a virtuous way of behavior in
daily life, in an aesthetic creation of an art piece, and in creating a
philosophical idea. For Plato, not arts but philosophy is the creative
mimesis (imitation) of ideas. However, today, we call them handicrafts, not
arts; art needs philosophical depth and philosophy needs artistic creativity.
Hence, we bring Eikasia (design and imagination) next to Noesis (pure
reasoning) as two types of cognition under the principle or concept of art.
Eikatic way of art is a transitive thought; it has an object that can be
imagined. The Noetic style of art, on the contrary, is intransitive; it does
not have any imaginable objects like numbers and other abstract objects,
or ideas. They can become indirectly imaginable when applied to some
imaginable objects.
There is also the fourth type of cognition in Plato, Pistis (believing).
The domain of Pistis is true belief but its truth is personal. True belief
cannot be necessarily true for others. It gives gnoseological inspiration but
not in a third-person discourse. It is not only beyond intentionality but also
beyond the application of non-intentional categories, it is out of thinking
and conceivability, and related to the body. Its inspirations can only be
expressed in a poetic way or a paradoxical logic, which is needed to be
interpreted each time again.
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Table 1. Meric of Ethical and Cognitive Faculties in Plato3

As we have been operating on, Aristotle also revised Plato's system. He
ignores the cosmological aspects of the system and reduces it to the mind (Psykhé)
and cognition (Dianoia). First, Aristotle divides virtues or faculties into two, ethic
and dianoetic. Though ethical virtues need experience and maturity, dianoetic
virtues can be learned by inference and study for talented ones. Reducing mental
faculties to cognitive faculties is the distinction of human beings for any
philosophical theory. Kant also correctly joins Aristotle in this reduction. Even
though philosophical anthropology was founded by being against Kant in this
context, mental faculties are actually taken shape by the cognitive functions of
intelligence. For example, we desire things via cognition, animals, on the contrary,
instinctively desire. In the same way, Thymoeides (animal desire) in Plato was a
bodily function, it is Aisthetike, a mental function in Aristotle; Epithymetikon,
involuntary survival necessities also turns to Threptike as well. There are four
cognitive faculties, Nous and Episteme are Sophia, they are necessarily true and
3

Plato himself draws the distinctions between realms in his Politeia VIth Book
(1997: p. 1130, para 509e). The parts of soul and the ethical virtues, in general,
can be seen in its IVth Book (1997: p. 1055-1077, para. 423a-445e).
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their objects belong to nature; Phronesis and Techné are Proairesis, about a
decision. Phronesis is the faculty that shows the ways of individual applications
of universals, and general principles, so that rationally evaluates its objects and
put them in order. Techné has no objects, it creates objects (Aristotle, 1998: p. 115,
para. 1139a21-1139b5). However, now we know that logic, mathematics, and
philosophy are not necessarily true, they depend on choice. Therefore, for us, they
will be noetic arts under Techné. Episteme, Phronesis, and Techné will be three
basic cognitive faculties of the mind as intelligence or understanding, desire, and
will in Kant and contemporary philosophy of mind.

Table 2. Meric of Ethical and Cognitive Faculties in Aristotle

Education in Plato’s gymnasium was running under one title: the
idea of Good. The system had a holistic perspective, analyses were always
under a synthesis, and directed to Oneness. However, the unification of
dialectical inferences under one concept is a personal experience. Hence,
Plato in Academia had focused on the personal training of the cognitive
faculties and the skill of dialectic of students. At least, it was a gymnasium;
all students had to be trained and practiced in Olympic sports as the basis
of education. It was the same as Aristotle’s school called Lykeion. On the
same basis, there were some differences. Specialized teachers in the fields,
separate lessons on Physics, music, astronomy, etc. Additionally, there
were a botanic garden and zoo. His pupil Alexandre the Great sent different
animals, plants, and even books from his conquests. Aristotle founded
logic and a methodology of science that we still use today. His
methodology is based on a logical classification to build his total system
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of Prote Philosophia (Metaphysics). The totality of classification has also
been based on a logical principle: A field with fewer principles has more
certainty and priority, and it is the foundation of the next field; for example,
the priority of arithmetic over geometry. Understanding and learning are
to discover the “middle term”, which is the connection between a general
principle or concept and a related object. Here is his system:
Logic > Ontology > Ethics > Politics > Arts, and so, Education.
The basic virtue is Justice is produced by individual applications of
the other ethical virtues altogether. Politics is its institutionalization; it
decides how to rank the fields of sciences and arts, and accordingly,
organizes an education system. When we look at this picture, everything
in it looks very fine and understandable; everyone who has specialized in
Greek philosophy knows these ideas. However, they are blind to the other
face of the picture because of their hermeneutic tradition. For Plato, the
way to walk out of the cave is not analyzing the shadows; on the contrary,
it is a matter of personal training, working on your body and soul. The
school is a gym itself, a gymnasium. You have to train your body for
having ethical virtues like courage and temperance. Our contemporary
ethical habits and moral opinions are based on “values” as if they are
exchangeable symbolic papers. Nevertheless, personal values are virtues,
they can have value when one possesses them; they are actual powers,
abilities, and faculties. One cannot be a good person in her imagination,
must actually have the ability to realize it so as to be a good person. It needs
one-to-one contact with your master to improve your faculties and
integrate them into your personality. Just like in Lykeion, Aristotle's
gymnasium. Wrestling, learning how to fight and make war, and Olympic
sports are basic for education. The other part of Aristotle’s personal
training was the esoteric conversation (esôterikós, about the inside) as he
named himself. All of his philosophy is exoteric (eksôterikós, about the
outside). However, we can grasp the exoteric one according to our personal
maturity in esoteric, practical philosophy. His Lykeion is also called
Peripathos. Aristotle was giving his esoteric doctrine in conversations
when he walks with his pupils in the main street of Ancient Athens, called
“Peripathos” (pace, walking around). A philosophy without its esoteric
doctrine, an education without one-to-one contact with the master is
meaningless, and can even be dangerous.
Aristotle’s Meric system was followed throughout the Middle Age.
Muhammed al-Farabi al-Turki was called “the second teacher” of
humanity after Aristotle. He has recreated Aristotle’s system. He has
written a specific book on the subject called Classification of
Sciences (İhsau'l-Ulum). What is the remarkable difference of his book is
the title of “linguistics” as a separate field before theoretical, practical, and
poetic arts and sciences. Linguistics will gain such an active position after
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the 20th century. Farabi’s system interestingly predates Hegel’s
Wissenschaft der Logik and philosophy of nature. Here is his classification:
1. Linguistics,
2. Logic,
3. Educational sciences and arts (arithmetic, geometry, optic, astronomy,
music, weights, mechanics),
4. Natural sciences (mechanical physics, cosmology, physical chemistry,
chemistry, mineralogy, botanic, zoology), and Metaphysics (natural
theology),
5. Civil sciences (laws and politics). (Farabi, 1986: p. 53)
The classical academic education in the Roman and Christian
civilization was based on Ancient Greek philosophy too. Liberal arts were
free of any practical purpose; practical arts were about having a job. The
theoretical fields were called Septem Artes Liberales (seven liberal arts). It
has two parts. Bachelor of Arts (BA) was called Trivium and has three
fields: Grammatica, rethorica, and dialectica. Grammar was language
education, rhetoric was about how to use the language in a performance,
and dialectic was logic. It is a fundamental education for correct thinking
and having a recognized personality with free will in society. Graduated
and skillful students attend Quadrivium with four fields: Musica,
arithmetica, geometria, and astronomia, and gather the title Master of Arts
(MA). Music is based on feeling and counting rhythm and has priority over
arithmetic. Geometry is the application of arithmetic to geography and
astronomy. These arts are the basic philosophical (scientific) arts. After
their foundations, the universities had been divided into four faculties:
Philosophy (means “science”), theology, medicine, and law. This
education system ran until the Humboldt type research universities in
Germany.

3. Modern German System of Science, Art, and Education
The German system of science and education was unique in the 18th
and 19th centuries as the foundation of our contemporary academic systems
and it was based on Kant's philosophy. Alexander Baumgarten’s book
Metaphysics (2013) was the main inspiration for Kant. According to
Baumgarten, the universal metaphysics as a philosophia perennis had two
main fields; Logica about truth given by reason, Ethica about good given
by goodwill, and the third part missing here is Aesthetica about test and
beauty given by senses. They gave the distinctive rational principles of
fields in an Aristotelian metaphysical sense, but at the same time filled
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them with natural content in the name of God. It may be idealist,
materialist, or dualist metaphysics, but all these realist metaphysics have a
position to impose their universal validity on everyone.
Nihilist metaphysics, on the contrary, is a negative metaphysics, that
lets people build their own original experience and only refers to the
complexity of the problems. A master can exhibit her own system as a trial
only. This is the crux of the question, one has to participate in a way or a
systematization to find one's own way. There is no right or wrong way,
what is wrong for a system is simply that it imposes on others that it is
right, other ways are wrong. Especially what we do here is to exhibit how
a system, even the nature of the human mind itself, necessarily produces
illusion, how can we draw a system so as to get out of it easily, and give a
chance for self-realization. The fewer principles, the better system.
However, a system, a way, a tradition, and an inspirational source are
needed to go through for falsifying it and understanding the problematic
point of the way. A system makes people produce greater things rationally
and cumulatively and gives life to the individual agents in it. Otherwise,
wild powers replace the system, and individuals cannot do anything. A
wrong system is better than not having one. An education system with
fragmental sciences and arts does not make sense and cannot have any
value to appreciate. Universalitas of a system gives this possibility and the
possibility of improving virtues in it. The difference of our system would
be warning its practitioners by saying the truth that this system is not the
only true one, it does not promise truth, and there is no such a truth for
everyone. It is only a pragmatic instrument among the others. It should not
be forgotten that those who do not admit this and offer you an idea are
mistaken! Instrumentalism, which is a current approach in scientific
methodology, does not necessarily require fragmental sciences, but
unfortunately, the neo-liberal economy, which determines the market,
demands fragmental sciences. Then, we cannot have an idea of totality and
understanding. We can demand universalitas that do not exist, under a
critical reflection just as Kant did.
Max Scheller was not fair enough about being against Kant’s
reducing the mental faculties to cognition. Because all of the mental
faculties are actually the results of the use of the intelligence of the brain,
which is cognition. Kant organizes the three mental faculties, cognition,
desire, and pleasure, according to Baumgarten’s three fields. 1. Logica:
The cognitive faculty of cognition is understanding or intelligence. Its field
is nature, and its a priori function is to recognize the things and the
imperative laws of nature. 2. Ethica: The cognitive faculty of desire is the
reason. Its field is freedom, and its a priori function is to put the things in
relation, give them an order according to a final end, and discover the laws
of freedom. 3. Aesthetica: The cognitive faculty of pleasure or test is the
12

power of judgment. Its field is art, and its a priori function is to find a
creative way or act to integrate the two previous cognitive functions
according to the final end of reason.
Table 3. The Basic Meric of Ethical and Cognitive Faculties in Kant4

Kant’s purpose of the reduction in the Meric system of the faculties
and fields was to get behind some rational limits and let metaphysics
determine and define the rational, transcendental, or meta principles of the
faculties and their divisions, limits, and relations as it should be. There is
not any scientific field that can do this job except philosophy as the basic
and general science. Kant divides scientific fields with their rational
principles and defines their basic concepts. They are so certain that if one
needs to change it, one needs to explain why! So, philosophy (means
science) is divided into two; the field of understanding is empirical
philosophy, which is natural and social sciences, and the field of reason is
pure philosophy, which has no natural content. Pure philosophy either
works on critical philosophy, which is the inquiry of the rational a priori
principles of all of the philosophical fields and metaphysics by pure reason
or applies them through reason to the fields of metaphysics. Critical
philosophy is the core of philosophy because it determines the whole
system. Metaphysics is also divided into two: Metaphysics of nature and
metaphysics of morals. Metaphysics of morals is the final end of critical
philosophy and the system in general; it is about the probability of the
relations between a priori principles of understanding and the laws of
freedom. Metaphysics of nature also deals with the possibility of the
relations between the a priori principles and the laws of necessity. It is also
divided into two: Transcendental philosophy or ontology studies the
relations of objects with reason and understanding; Physiology works on
the objects of pure reason, which are God, Cosmos, and Soul. Rational
physiology is about immanent applications of reason in physics (about
Cosmos and freedom). Transcendent applications of reason are either on
super-natural objects, which is called rational theology (about God) or on
natural objects, which is called rational cosmology (about Soul and
4

See, Kant. (2001). Critique of the Power of Judgement. p. 85, para. 5.198
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eternity). Kant rejects Baumgarten’s natural theology; we cannot have
logos on the nature of God, Theos. All of the philosophical proof of the
existence of God is false. We can only have a rational theology, go through
some logical limits and determine some rational principles of the field
(Kant, 2000: p. 695-699, para. A839-847/ B867-875).
Table 4. Meric of ethical and cognitive faculties in Kant

The abstract map of moral and cognitive faculties that was a general
subject in Kant becomes a concrete historical and evolutionary fact of a
universal substance or Geist in Hegel. Apart from Hegel’s speculations, his
system helps to see a map of inter-disciplinary relations so that we can
apply this kind of map to an education system to organize the development
of the students. There are mutual and circular relations and logic in his
system. Subject-object, God-universe, and idea-nature are the aspects of
the same processes of an organic totality. God is nature, logic is universal,
etc. This evolutionary totality can be seen in natural and social sciences,
and logic is at the core of the dialectical evolution of nature and the Idea.
Matter acquires shape or idea according to logical forms. Each approach
creates a new division, every moment of creation uses three steps and three
faculties together: Thesis uses understanding, anti-thesis uses negative
reason, and synthesis uses positive reason (like the power of judgment in
Kant). For him, logic is the science of the Idea in and for itself; philosophy
of nature is the science of the Idea in its otherness; philosophy of Geist is
the science of the Idea that returns into itself from its otherness. Hence, the
sciences are in some heterological and autological dialectical relations.
Table 5. The Basic Meric of Ethical and Cognitive Faculties in Hegel
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The logic of this dialectical relationship in the Hegelian system
ensures the emergence of sciences from each other and the establishment
of interdisciplinary relations between them, in short, allows the
understanding and development of the sciences. If we look at Table 6
below, we can see the triangular applications of the cognitive faculties
since the first division. Logic gives the logic for understanding the others:
Heterology of nature is shaped by negative reason, and autology of Sprit is
shaped by positive reason. At the first division of natural sciences, nature
is “mechanically” shaped in an abstract space and a concrete time by
“Mathematics”. Then, mathematical equations turn to the relations of
“Mechanical Physics”. The synthesis of them appears as “Astronomy”. In
the second division, nature is taken shape as the basic elements, stars,
lights, and planets by “Physics”. The atmosphere of the Earth contains the
basic elements, and determines the conditions on the Earth; so, physics
turns to “Meteorology”. Elements, electrical charges, atomic weights, etc.
become the subject of “Chemistry”. The third division of nature is organic,
Biological: The source of life is “Geology”. Chemical reactions create a
“Botanic” life, and then, an animal life, “Zoology” too!
After psychic animal life, autological, conceptual life becomes
visible in the consciousness of the soul. The first division of the soul and
human-social sciences starts with human beings, so, it will be about
“Anthropology”, about the nature of Homo sapiens. The phenomena of
human beings in history can be seen in “Phenomenology”. The return of
the soul to himself is visible in “Psychology”. The second division of the
soul is about the necessities of freedom shaped in social life, so it is about
“Law”. Then, the autonomy of free will becomes a subject to “Moral”.
Finally, social constitutions will be institutionalized in “Sociology” and
“Politics”, like families, companies, civic organizations, and states. The
third division of human-social sciences is about self-recognition and selfrealization of the soul himself. Hence, it is about aesthetics and “Art”. Art
is seeing things through a divine eye and needs to have a creative sight.
The appearance of the whole creation creates an idea of a creator, and we
witness the “Religions” in history. The dialectical evolution of the religions
turns to “Philosophy” after Christianity. Philosophy gives the logic of the
whole system. Subjective art and objective religion are combined and
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replaced by the universality of philosophy. This historical evolution is
circular, and philosophy starts to create itself in nature again.5 (If we
interpret the second turn as a post-graduate program in education, it can
start with mathematical logic, linguistics, philosophy of science,
relativistic and quantum physics, neurology, genetics, economy, etc.)
Table 6. Meric of Ethical and Cognitive Faculties in Hegel

4. Anthropogonic6 System of Science, Art, and Education
The details of Hegel’s classifications can be seen in Hegel’s Philosophy of
Mind (2017: p.179-331, para. 385- 573).
6
“Anthropogonia” is a neurology and mathematics-based theory that offers a
model of the mind with its cognitive categories and a theory of consciousness
with its intentional categories. See, Bilgic, Meric. (2022). Critique of Rationality.
Berlin: Peter Lang.
5
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The mind thinks with the non-intentional cognitive categories of
intelligence, and the intentional categories of consciousness. In a natural
way of thinking in personal experiences and experimental sciences, nonintentional cognitive categories are directed and applied to some culturally
determined objects and fields. All of these directed intentional objectsfields can be classified according to the four intentional categories that
constitute the nature of consciousness. They are Ego and super-Ego, where
the Ego is autologically determined by some socio-cultural super-Ego
models; and micro-Cosmos and Cosmos, where Cosmos is heterologically
determined by some theoretical, mental micro-Cosmos modals.
Nevertheless, idealized super-Ego models and Cosmos, namely, the
physical extension itself are defined as beyond conceivability, in other
words, beyond the applicability of non-intentional categories. Under these
conditions, individual physical entities are generalized according to some
theoretical linguistic, and cognitive categorical forms; and mental entities
are individualized according to some socio-cultural and cognitive
categorical forms. An object becomes conceivable only by the application
of cognitive categories even if it was defined as non-applicable.
Application of a priori cognitive categories of intelligence to the classified
four intentional fields determines the divisions of sciences.
Non-intentional categories may be applied to non-experimental, nonintentional forms beyond reality too. It is a well-known possibility that
pure forms, like numbers, logical principles, and metaphysical basis of
thinking are conceivable so that even their paradoxicality can be diagnosed
and formulated. Even if they can be some tools for scientific proof, they
are not provable themselves. It is an art, the highest art because it is
extremely difficult to think of its abstract objects, and requires creative
intelligence. The other possibility of applying cognitive categories beyond
intentionality is imaginary contents without intentional determination. In
this case, cognitive categories and imaginary contents are in a free game.
This is art too. There is also the third possibility that is beyond intentional
and non-intentional categories, beyond thinking and conceivability. It is
about bodily and mentally behavioral habits, and so, acts. It is also art and
based on personal training.
Table 7. The Meric System of Sciences and Arts in Anthropogonia
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The philosophers mentioned above are the greatest ones in the
history of philosophy and have strong cultural motives behind their
systems that push them in making mistakes. If we can say so, Aristotle’s
divisions are clear and freer of culture than the others. Even though Kant’s
system is framed by some platonic Christian ideas, he is a great master in
seeing the correct approach. A system has an algorithm and some
axiomatic categories. Therefore, a division according to the applicability
of the categories will give clear and distinct, exact definitions of the
divisions. After Kant, we have the same type of challenge: If any
mereological rational principle of the divisions in the Meric system will be
rejected, its reason has to be proven. Table 7 below exhibits the details of
the Meric system under the principles of categorical applicability. Hence,
we can go through the details of the divisions in sciences and arts.
4. 1. The Meric System of Sciences and Arts
Noetic arts: Nous is theoretical pure reason and Noesis is pure
reasoning in Greek. Plato distinguishes Noetic art from the intentional,
scientific thinking called Dianoia. In non-intentional reasoning, one can
contemplate and create principles of pure reason in itself. Its target is truth.
It is a space where rather logical principles can be created than logical
principles can be applied. The basic problem is to decide what the principle
of Identity is. Otherwise, we cannot even say A is B, can say nothing. After
the principle of identity, it will be possible to talk about mathematical
objects. There are many logical and mathematical systems. Pure reason lets
us be able to think out of one of them and to move between them. Hence,
pure reason can think of its own logical foundation, a priori principles of
cognition. Kant calls this field Critical philosophy. This act itself creates a
paradoxical trap by defining itself. Its problem is the lack of the possibility
of escaping from the paradoxicality. Even though metaphysics is
distinguished from critical philosophy by not having this problem in Kant’s
system, actually, metaphysics or systematization of a priories in and
application of them to the fields cannot escape from the problem of
categories. Therefore, metaphysics has to be critical metaphysics under the
principle of critical philosophy.
Physical sciences: Critical metaphysics of physical sciences gives
the problematic principles of the constitution of the sciences. The
problematic principle of Physical sciences is about the idea of Cosmos and
“reality” of the ontological existence of the external world. We may find a
logical way to identify two concepts as A is B but there is no way to connect
them with the existential reality of an individual physical object and we do
not have an external, Archimedean truth point to compare the
correspondence between these concepts and reality. Even a basic physical
property is experienced as a concept connected to a theory (e.g. “the light
wave has measured as 250 Hertz”). The mind is stuck in the conceptual
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world. What can be done is only looking for a theoretical coherence to
converge a true (?) meaning of reality. This is the metaphysical truth
problem, scientists face it within each theoretical stuck and have to turn
back to the basic philosophical principle and approach. The question in
scientific discovery must be as follows: “In what way do I need to change
my current approach or strategy in the generalization of an experimental
fact?” For example, Einstein could not go further without philosophical
inquiry into Newton’s conceptualization of space and time.
Cognitive sciences: It can be already seen that the counterpart of the
problematic principle of physical “reality” is “truth” in perception and
cognition. The problem of truth belongs to the critical metaphysics of
cognitive sciences. Today, cognitive sciences need to be defined on a larger
scale. The subject of Micro-Cosmos or Mind should be a new independent
field that gathers a related group of sciences under it. Language is a main
field of sciences as Farabi had defined, but cognition comprehends
language as a natural skill. Additionally, scientific developments in
cognitive sciences show such priority and comprehension. The truth
problem in epistemology and syntax, meaning problem in semantics
constitutes the basic metaphysical problems of cognitive and linguistic
sciences that need to be criticized. Cognition and language can only be
defined in themselves and by themselves. They are constitutionally
paradoxical, which creates a metaphysical depth behind their phenomena.
The self-re-cognitional cognitive processes that are mostly dressed up with
some linguistic forms must be skeptically asking this question: “What kind
of cognitive habit or general concept makes me fall into the current
illusion?”
Social sciences: Intelligence used in physical and cognitive sciences
give the meanings of things without evaluating their values. Reason puts
them in some relations and evaluates them according to some rational
principles and ideas. Critical metaphysics of ideologies investigates and
determines the truth dealer ideologies about how ideal they are according
to the principle of “justice”. Physical and cognitive sciences have to have
some far ideological connections, like lingual-cultural groups, scientific
communities, etc. However, Social sciences have direct and close relations
with the ideologies and super-Ego models they live in. Therefore, it is their
blind point. Take the idea of the Meric system itself as an example:
American academic institutions have changed the general concept of
“university” with “multiversity”. Then, they started to blame the lack of
virtues in general and specifically the lack of integrity of students; but they
cannot see that the reason is the system itself with the idea of the fragmental
sciences. They cannot diagnose that they produce theoretical illusions
according to the universities’ ideologies as a member of the market
economy. They have also exported this disordered idea called “third20

generation university” to the European Union under the Bologna Process.
Social sciences have to focus on and search for their ideological blind
points that produce theoretical errors and injustice. Justice is the highest
ethical value to which other values depend, and the virtue of being just
determines other virtues, even cognitive virtues such as universality. Even
if there are no such ideal laws or lawmakers, we need to find out some
things under a social contract. If all of the ethical, aesthetical, and scientific
values of human history begin with Ancient Greeks, if the definition of
human is “infinite consumer” in the science of economy, and so on, then,
what a pity that all of the human species are stupefied in favor of the power.
The legitimacy of ideologies can be falsified or justified by scientifically
examining their historical formation processes with a reductio ad
absurdum in a comparison with their antagonist part. If these ultimate
justice dealers have some antagonistic approach, war, destructions, etc.
they are false, if they really produce freedom for their enemies too, then,
they are true. We have to admit that none of these ideologies can pass this
examination. Their ethical foundations that appear as a necessity have
some problems as a matter of choice. Social sciences have to reset
themselves according to their roots in the critical metaphysics of
ideologies. Otherwise, they have to stop calling themselves “science”.
Additionally, political powers should not threaten the peace of any family
life on earth. The current destructed position of the World is also a crime
of the social scientists.
Human sciences: Ideas in human sciences cannot be true and
legitimate in themselves. The principle of humanities is not “truth”, the
ideas in this field can be legitimate if they can be individualized on an
ethical basis. They are based on phenomenal and ethical interpretation, not
justification. How can a phenomenon be deconstructed to converge its true
meaning is based on having goodwill and sincerity. So, it needs a critical
metaphysics of morals that will give an account of the principle of good,
and show a reasonable way to connect individual conscience to a social
contract. Otherwise, individuals will have to submit to a social contract
without voluntarily signing it; as we are today. Human sciences are an
application area of social sciences. Individualization of general ideas,
reducing them to a person, requires special reasoning and an interpretation
skill; Aristotle gives also a distinguished name to it, “Phronesis”.
Phronesis has an inner connection to esoteric arts and training the body
too. One applies some necessarily true knowledge of Sophia onto
accidental knowledge of singular practical facts by Phronesis. In this
context, human sciences have to rest on such a Meric criterion. Humanities
use the scientific method but they are different than the social sciences.
Psychology is a special field in indicating this difference. The application
fields of social sciences should produce freedom for individual Egos
against the predominance of super-Ego. Human sciences can be defined by
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the charge of creating a public reason for individual freedom against social
institutions and alienation. Ethics, applied ethics, gender studies, etc., all
of them are based on the faculty of desire. If people do not want to be
rational and good, others cannot say anything against them unless they
have a universal principle to invite the irrational. However, interpretation
of social sciences and individualization of them have no features of
universality, their universality can be hope in an aesthetical act or behavior
beyond intentionality. The aesthetic value of the ideas in human sciences
can create a universal value to will it for others in the case of the beauty of
the act of individualization. In this sense, the most important fields of
humanities are educational sciences because the universal value of a new
and innocent generation depends on them. Education indicates the level of
legitimacy of a political system, and a justification of social sciences
because it is the application area for all of them.
Poietic arts: For Aristotle, the field of poietike is driven by the
cognitive faculty of techné. Techné or technique creates things from
nothing by connecting subject and object or nature and human. In our own
words, the technique of art connects, synthesizes conceivable and nonconceivable mental realms, and literally, connects the field of applying
non-intentional cognitive categories to the four intentional categories and
the field that there are no category applications. In this middle field, nonintentional categories are freely applied to imaginary contents without any
intention. The only intention of the creative action is being beyond the
intention to create the actor oneself. Our words perfectly match Kant’s
definition of aesthetic judgment: It is a free game of understanding and
imagination. It is an aesthetic type of cognition and its object is called
Eikasia (Design, image, guess) in Plato. The sensual sources of
imagination are mainly either light waves or sound waves, or both.
Therefore, the fields of poetic arts are Visual and Auditory arts, and their
combinations are Performance and Literature. Bear in mind that, any act of
creation cannot have a self-creative power. The self-creating power of an
act contains some universalizable aesthetic dynamics that are likely to be
affirmed by the limitations of others' individual measures of taste.
Otherwise, it will be a silly trial. So, this act is not only from inside to
outside and to the others’ inside but also from back to the future. In
conclusion, aesthetic creation and historical action are the same intuitive
act, and have a combination of the same cognitive and ethical virtues. In
this sense, performative arts, theatre, as Confucius says, music and dance,
and Shamanic naturalist habits are the basis of culture and civilization,
more important than hypothesizing, theorizing, ideologies, cognitive
sciences, and the other arts.
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Esoteric arts: It is the field in which there are no category
applications, it is beyond conceivability. One merely uses her body and the
mind habitually. Therefore, this is the area that which one trains her mental
and somatic habits under the doctrine of a master. It is about gaining skills
in personal experiences. If a doctrine or a master goes beyond being an
inspiration to find your way and dictates some conceivable ideas, it would
be harmful brainwashing and something that hinders development. The
creator, the mediator agent has to find her own dialectical steps. In this
sense, all of the ways, doctrines, and masters are wrong because they have
to have some ready-made ideas at least in techniques. Nevertheless, wrong
inspiration is better than having no inspiration as long as it does not prison
the person with some “goodwill” traditional traps. Training the body with
some gymnastics or yoga and training the mind with some focus and
concentration techniques were common in Ancient Greek gymnasiums and
the other ancient civilizations. The balance and unity of mind and body
strengthen and liberate the will as an end.
Finally, a rational one takes likely a beautiful decision with an
irrational intuition between the truth of pure reason supported by cognitive
and physical sciences and the freedom of will supported by social and
humanistic sciences. There is a slight difference between will and decision;
we believe that we have a will but the decision process is extremely
complex than will. No one can understand, explain and dictate this
dialectical, personal process of behavior but everybody can recognize the
ethical – aesthetic - cognitive personal values, skills namely, virtues or
Meric in it.
4. 2. The Meric System of Education
The basic axioms of the algorithms of the Meric education system
are as follows: The type of thinking activity and discovery process is the
same for scientists and students. The problematic point of a field can be
seen through the critical perspective and conceptualization. Education not
only needs knowledge but also inner motivation. However, education gives
an external motivation, which belongs to the social system. Without
internalization of motivation, education will be very weak and not
applicable. Project-based teamwork can internalize motivations because it
is fun and a model of interdisciplinary applications. Therefore, education
should be organized as project-based interdisciplinary experiments.
Memorizing and repeating concepts is not learning. Learning is seeing the
meaning! It is seeing the constitutional reason of the definition of the key
concept in functional relations within the other concepts, which is called
the “middle term” in logic. The whole picture is the ultimate goal because
thinking is an inference from the general to the specific. One cannot infer
thoughts without being able to imagine the whole picture. The algorithm
of the system is set as these functional relations of the braches. There is no
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temporal or logical priority of any arts or sciences. The web of Meric
system works all together at any grade of education. Branches of a field
should be able to be reduced to each other. Each general field should be
experienced in relation to its counterpart. For example, cognitive –
physical or social – humanistic sciences; then, the relations of sciences
with arts, especially noetic arts; the same reduction process from arts to
sciences as well. Ultimately, all of the fields should be unified one by one
according to their Meric criterion, and their cognitive and ethical faculties.
The target is for the students who are open to changing themselves with
new knowledge, to have an integrated personality, namely, self-creative,
auto-poietic function with deep learning. Integrated personality needs an
integrated system. The exclusive mereological value of the Meric system
comes from the exact definitions of the fields that are distinguished
according to the categorical application.
ARTS
Art is beyond intentionality and cultural interests; its action has no
rational target except itself. Therefore, the owner of artistic action can try
self-realization within it. Especially esoteric arts that aim at mind-body
unity have no chance to apply non-intentional categories, they are beyond
imagination. Thinking in noetic arts is purely formal and applies nonintentional categories to pure forms only. Nevertheless, their results are
very decisive in the arts and sciences in a critical way. In poetic arts, one
can apply non-intentional cognitive categories to imaginary contents.
Cognitive categories help imagination but without intentional directions.
Briefly, arts have no rational directions; they totally depend on creation.
They are a subject of irrational intuitive rationality; so, they need training.
The act of thinking in any art is characterized by universalization. Its
reason is the fact that aesthetic experience is not universal; on the contrary,
it is a completely individual, introspective experience. It is a fluxing act
that even its owner has not much idea of what is happening in her
consciousness. There is not any rational reason to take something as a
reference. It is an empty dark space that can be enlightened by an inner
power, which must be rational self-confidence, trusting your intuitions
with some reliable reasons. It is about being experienced in life because a
creative act is a sequential process strung in time. The only reference of
the creative act is the act itself happening now. Its target is to move from
individuality to intersubjective universality, from the immanence of
consciousness to its transcendence. It is art only that can transcendence the
consciousness rationally. The technique of its education is based on
observing and participating to a master in introspective contemplation
through a creative act. It is a technique, a personal virtue that needs to be
developed by practicing endless time. It is a mind-blowing struggle that
consisted of several reincarnations in one lifetime. The student initially
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thinks that it is amazing but impossible, and then he hates it, gives up but
misses it in time, and comes back to the practice, by the end, he realizes
that this desperate struggle was a great success in comparison with the
others. He keeps working on the target virtue or faculty, starts to feel what
it looks like a mastery, and ultimately realizes that he is at the early
beginning level of the mastery. The student needs only some genetic
tendency, a true master, patience, and a sustainable, steady education
system. Mastery is an endless way, the Way to be. Namely, acting in a
sequential string, in a historical flux is an endless story of mastery. The act
of a master is to step into the emptiness, which transcends itself without
any Archimedean standing point, but introspectively knows what he is
doing. In addition, the result of his action is a universalizable aesthetic
value filled with the dynamics of beauty. Finally, the universalizability of
an artistic act and mastery cannot be individual, arts need a discipline, a
theory, a technique. A student either participates in an art movement or
interprets it in a new way at best.
Esoteric arts: From the critical point of view, there is no categorical
application or thinking in this field. It begins with the body accompaniment
in a kind of musical sequence to a simultaneous harmony that looks like a
story or picture. For example, a goodnight song around a campfire and
dancing together; or running in a championship against time. The fact of
the field is feeling yourself, the heartbeats here and now in your body, and
realistically sizing up your physical and mental powers among the others
you are surrounded by. Mental powers too need to be trained like the body.
Penetrating an inter-subjective mental complexity, and focusing on and
living in such an abstract world, like a child game, develop the optic
muscles of the mind. For the sake of universalizing freedom, using the
mental power of one's will by respecting the limits of others is a basic moral
virtue that must always be earned and kept in mind. It is an esoteric
discipline that the teaching is based on observation, and participation, and
needs master and private lessons. The field has no cognition and intention,
movement is only habitual, and so, it is about training the habits. Sizing up
yourself and others and setting up a fair relationship in between is the basis
of ethical habits, and virtues. The order of ethical virtues is similar to living
tissue and can vary from culture to culture. Nevertheless, the principle of
universalizability in this relationship requires firstly a universalizable love
that starts from loving your existence until the totality of existential stories.
Because there is no individual and free will in nature. Therefore, one has
to learn how to develop a will to treat individuals so as to let them be free
in the indivisible wholeness.
Noetic arts: Teaching noetic arts contains the highest difficulty
because there is no intention or motivation, it is free reasoning without any
foundation, and also there is no object concrete that one can mentally
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connect. Its objects are pure forms, like numbers. Its cognitive faculty is
pure reason that had evolved over millions of years. Pure reason can
intuitively size theoretical totalities, universals, and concepts and judge the
results of the totality of functions by using the pure cognitive forms of
intelligence, namely, non-intentional categories. It starts by counting
sequential numbers and comparing qualities to find some rational shortcuts
in sequences, principles, and conjunctions. The root of calculus is logic,
and its fruit is philosophy. Any kind of thinking, even the appreciation of
not thinking is based on the noetic arts. Its education depends on
discovering definitions, distinctive reasons for definitions, definitions of
the limits of concepts, and proving the relationships between definitions.
Having mastery in using pure reason requires deep meditative insight that
people are rarely rewarded with. Any sign of talent in theoretical intuition
of pure reason to awake should be appreciated well by masters but
exclusively for virtuous students only. Otherwise, these well-educated
masterminds can create massive harm to human beings. Education of
noetic arts does not depend on hard work, but only the best masters who
can show the exact perspective. The faculty of Noesis is about true seeing
(Greek, nous) but not knowledge; knowledge will be its product in
sciences. The core of the Meric education system is noetic arts and needs
special masters, philosopher mathematicians, and logicians.
Poetic arts: Poetic arts are the aesthetical repetition or
accompaniment of phenomena of ordinary life with some art pieces in
extraordinary detail. Thus, art turns wildlife into cultural life. Phenomena
that surround us appear in our senses. Scents are expressed in fragrance art
and flavors are expressed in gastronomy, they can be a part of performative
arts. Nevertheless, environmental phenomena are predominantly sounds
and images consisting of sound and light waves extending in space. We
can perceive a very small amount of them in nature. Perception is
determined by habitual expectations. However, artistic sight observes them
unexpectedly and experiences them as if it faced them for the first time.
This special attitude takes them beyond cultural limits. Sound waves are
real objects that one nearly holds them in the air. If one can keep them in
memory, and analyze them, one can also synthesize them as well, can
repeat and compose them. It needs hard work and long years to distinguish
the notes of sound waves. Observing the shadows, tones, and edges of
reflections of light waves that create an image also requires a creator, a
divine sight. An artist has to penetrate and participate in the emergence of
waves and flow through them. Literature is only depicting these
experiences gathered from music, fragrance, art, and sculpture with words
in imagination. The way to learn the poetic arts also requires real masters
and a lot of guidance one-to-one. A student has to follow and copy his
master, and most importantly, the master has not to break the student’s
attempts to create his own way. Art integrates the ethical and cognitive
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virtues, and the education should be based on this personal integrity and
authenticity. This philosophical perspective distinguishes arts from
handcrafts. Participating in real-life experiences within the accompaniment
of arts that focused on details creates a beautiful, virtuous life; because the
beauty of action comes from a balanced game between will and reason,
freedom and truth, and love and justice that reveals a universalizable
power, which is the ultimate goal of arts. Will is not free actually, we can
try to liberate the power of will by creative rational decisions. Hence, one
can settle in the center of life and time as a synthesis of real and ideal.
Education has to create this feeling for students, especially for art students.
SCIENCES
Sciences is not a field of training as in arts but studying; their
education is based on analysis and synthesis of both forms and contents,
teaching, learning storing knowledge in memories. Non-intentional
categories that the tools of thinking are rationally directed on intentional
categories. Its purpose is to know external physical properties and internal
mental properties. People are born into a culture. Culture readily gives the
forms and contents of physical and mental domains. Language has evolved
as an extension of physical forms, bodily expressions, and motor skills; it
is a tool for understanding physical properties. Cognitive sciences aim at
developing artificial languages from natural languages, and theories to
understand cognition and language. From the critical point of view, we try
to understand the possibilities and the limits of applying cognitive
categories in thinking and theorizing. This critical perspective is the
creative source of a physical or social scientist in the process of scientific
discovery. We also find ourselves in a ready-made mental domain, in a
social, historical, ideological structural model. Social sciences develop
through critical thinking over this ideological structure. The application of
non-intentional categories to the subjects of social sciences is a problem of
critical reflection, and the goal of the critical perspective is the
individualization of the general ideas of social sciences by the humanistic
sciences for the sake of freedom in a real life. On the other hand, the goal
of critical perspective in cognitive sciences is the generalization of
individual physical properties. Therefore, the education should focus on
the ways of producing meanings by generalization in physical and
cognitive sciences and focus on the ways of producing ethical values by
individualization in social and humanistic sciences.
Cognitive sciences: Just as the noetic arts have a central role in the
arts, the cognitive sciences have a similarly central role in the sciences and
they are interconnected. Language, programming, and cognitive sciences
are dependent on logic and mathematics. The main problem of the field
from the critical perspective is as the following: Phenomena appear in an
objective sensation but the fact is on the contrary of it; phenomena appear
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according to the subjective formal structure of the observer. Then, one may
think that this subjective formal structure is universal and necessary for
understanding. This is the second mistake; on the contrary, there may be
some other logical and mathematical systems, and different theoretical
approaches; nothing is necessary, even the identity axiom. There is not any
completed closed formal system. Therefore, critical reflection should
always search for some other options, based on a clear and distinct
definition of each step taken. The variables and the transformation rules of
a system should be defined well. Making the student memorize the ready
patterns will destroy the possibility to improve their skills. The student
should experience and keep the distance between her mental processes and
the study subject, and bear in mind that this relation depends on the creator,
the active mind, which is herself; there is not an external authority in this
relationship. It is the same with the relationship between universal and
singular or theory and fact; the former determines the latter. Theory or
concept generalizes the singular, and this is an act of generalization. So,
the meaning and truth by the end is a result of an act, and this is not a rigid
but open-ended process. Contemplation the tension between universal and
singular helps to understand, reset, and recreate processes.
Physical sciences: Physical phenomena consist of particulars, and
scientific definitions of physical reality are a generalization, a theoretical
construction. From the critical point of view, one should focus on the
problem of hypostasizing a singular experimental object. An observer
cannot experience the object itself but receives some physical properties of
the object in some factual propositions and generalizations, like “250
Hertz”, which is already a part of a theory. Therefore, the observer is stuck
in the theory. The decisive power of a theory threatens the scientist's
creative vision and exploration. The position of the theoretical act that
determines the relationship between the tension of universal and singular,
and determines the reason of scientific proof has to be seen clearly.
Otherwise, neither a scientist nor a student cannot clearly think of the fact.
In this sense discovery and learning is the same process. A student has to
get in the logical position of the discoverer. So, the teacher has to know the
history of the scientific discovery or definition. Only after such an
education process, the student can become a scientist; and only after such
a critical perspective, a scientist can create a new theoretical approach. For
example, Einstein could not solve the problems of space and time in the
Newtonian mechanical physics, if he had not gone back to the critical
metaphysical tension between universal and singular and focused on the
commonsensical misleading ways of applying the cognitive categories to
physical properties in the conventional position of the theory. This problem
is more remarkable in medicine; the definition of health is the main threat
to health. A critical diagnosis must go beyond conventional medicine.
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Social sciences: Social phenomena, in contrast to singular physical
properties, consist of universals, and scientific definitions of the mental
properties of our social life-world are defined by inference from the
culturally already given universals. The application of non-intentional
cognitive categories to social sciences is determined by ideological
intentions. Ideological intentions are invisible because they function like a
natural atmosphere, one cannot feel them. All the scientific institutions and
theoretical paradigms are set by the orthodox ideology that distributes
justice. Civilization begins with them, their sociological concepts that had
been delivered from their history can explain every social event all over
the world, economics determine the definition of human beings instead of
philosophy and anthropology, and only the member of their orthodox
religion can have valid ethical and aesthetical values but not the others, and
so on and so forth. Therefore, the critical metaphysical perspective should
focus on the individualization ways of these general ideas used in social
sciences. If they are not universalizable via individuals then they are not
valid at all. The critical perspective needs historical deconstruction and
serious historical criticism. Historical criticism has to be the basic
perspective of education. Justice cannot be universalized on its theoretical
construction because there is no such an external Archimedean standing
point in the universe of history. Justice is universalized according to the
desires for and the limits of ideological hegemony, which is not
scientifically legitimate at all. The idea of justice can legitimately be
universalized if it is conducted according to the desire for the universality
of love for each member of human beings. The universal political law
“peace at home, peace in the world” is the expression of its way. The
universalizability of love, starting with self-love, is the highest Meric
criterion that determines the high values of a scientist and scientific
thought. Every ideology promises such a universality but they cannot by
the nature of institutionalization. The scientist herself is the keeper of this
value against institutions as her own personal virtue. Additionally, every
student should be brought up as a subject of education with these Meric
ideals. True justice can be recognized by giving freedom to all because the
final end is freedom, not power. Education has to teach the new generation
critical thinking with complete freedom, otherwise, ideological education,
brainwashing, and imposing the ideas of institutionalized theories is the
greatest crime against human values and honor. In this sense, to be a social
scientist is to be a hero.
Humanistic sciences: The problematic point of humanistic sciences
from the critical point of view is the interpretation of general ideas and the
development of the skill of Phronesis, which enables the creative rational
interpretation of general ideas on singular facts. The critical metaphysics
of morals cannot be able to offer such a criterion, a universal law, but
searching for its universality as a meta-ethical law (like Kant’s categorical
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imperative) in personal stories improves how to use reason. Education in
developing individualized interpretation of general ideas in society
requires personal experiences in taking some social responsibilities and
working on some social projects as much as having some qualified genetic
and memetic codes. Ideas have no meaning in themselves; meanings are
temporarily created by interpretation in action. Therefore, the legitimacy
of social sciences is based on allowing personal autonomy for the actual
life of each member of their own domain. The justness of justice in social
sciences depends on its individualized interpretation to create good as the
ethical value and freedom for all. The critiques of the ideas in social
sciences need to deconstruct the history of the construction of these ideas
in the culture. Psychology shows us how we perceive our Ego under the
deconstruction and individualization of social sciences. Ethics and applied
ethics search for some rational criteria of individual conscience for or
against the ideas of the political-religious ideologies. The discipline of
human rights is the key to the universalizability of the individualization as
a summary of the Meric system. The critical perspective of philosophy and
the evaluation skills in the light of the discipline of human rights are the
basis of education throughout the whole grades from kinder garden to
university. For example, identity and gender studies should be a central
subject for case studies of teenagers. Ultimately, the problem of rationality
in gaining a historical existence is transferred from humanistic sciences to
esoteric and poetic arts. Then, it will finally be the object of the problem
of the universalizability of beauty in a decision. In return, the whole system
can be created, starting again with the noetic arts. Working in this way, the
Meric system is a live mental tissue with an open-ended critical nature.
5. Inter-disciplinary Studies
Generalization problem of causality in cognitive and physical
sciences: The techniques of inter-disciplinary studies require project-based
inter-disciplinary team studies. The teaching of the materials in a scientific
field should not be more than half of their total part in a curriculum.
Students should learn the materials through their applications in a project.
Reinforcement lessons of the materials are futile time losing, and so,
harmful. Additionally, the projects should be taken from real life and the
environment. For example, what happens if we change the number of stairs
to go upstairs? Gravity, stride length, metric calculations, weight, step
length, etc., all need to be worked out. Even though there is no way of
reducing the mental properties of cognitive sciences to the physical
properties of physical sciences, and there is no robust causation between
them, mental properties practically supervene physical properties. It means
that mental states are changed according to the physical states but physical
states are formed by mental states. We know from quantum mechanics that
there is no causality in nature and we live in a probabilistic physical world.
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However, human intelligence applies the causality category to understand
the causes and effects of sequences. Therefore, mental activity should
critically look closely at the possible relationship between the factual data
of a physical experiment and their theoretical generalization and
hypostatization ways. Hence, students have to see the cases with their own
eyes. They need to see some geological layers, plants, and animals on a
scientific trip, look at the space in an observatory, look through a
microscope at some chemical formations, and biological cells in a
laboratory, and so, should ask themselves how to understand them instead
of using some ready-made scientific theories. Any theoretical clue pushes
them down to the historical ruins, and they stop thinking. Such a critical
perspective contains several connections with different scientific fields and
arts. Students should be allowed to use any of them, mechanical physics,
sculpture, mathematics, literature, etc. under supervision. The role of a
supervisor is basic in such fieldwork.
Individualization problem of legitimacy in social and humanistic
sciences: The very critical point of the relationship between social and
humanistic sciences is that the generalized ideas of social sciences are
historically set for the purpose of legitimizing the power by the authorities.
They need to be individualized each time for their legitimizing application
in humanistic sciences. Otherwise, they turn to be religious dogmas. The
conceptual frame of reference of scientific fields that we produce meanings
in them historically moves and changes faster than their general scientific
paradigm. Its theoretical framework determines the meaning of a sign or
concept, and the framework of social sciences differs both in itself and
between different societies. Recall the basic concepts: “Man” is not a man
in a matriarchal society in the sense of a patriarchal one; “god” is not a god
in polytheism in the sense of monotheism, and ideas on budged about economos can be radically different between different homes and countries.
Therefore, a scientific study of them needs to be as independent as possible
from their historical power relations so as to refresh and recreate the ideas.
The theoretical legitimacy of an idea is radically different from political
legitimacy. A rational political power has to accept the autonomy of
scientific studies if it wishes to keep the public reason awake and to be
ready for some realistic changes to survive forever. Therefore, education
in these fields should not load the historical ruins to the new generations
and should let them individualize the problem, and create and use their own
commonsense for realizing themselves in freedom. There are innumerable
such cases to study in society. It may start, for example from age and
gender terror in schools and can be extended to international affairs. In
such a case, the students will need to use morals, law, religion, sociology,
psychology, economics, anthropology, etc. Teamwork is crucial for these
fields because students will create common sense for their generation and
the new world.
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Universalization problem of autonomy in arts: The role of art is
catching the temporality in the moment of passing through the time with
the feeling of being modern or new, and announcing the universality of the
personal presence of the actor and the existence of the new becoming. On
the one hand, it is an individual act; on the other hand, it is also promising
to be common and universal. Logically, this act looks for an aesthetical
feeling of totality, generality, or universality of consciousness within a
recursive function that sizes the unity of all the actions of the subject. It is
the form of rationality that synthesizes and unifies all the ways of
cognition, reasoning, and ideas. However, rationality should go beyond
this unity, intentionality, and temporality because these are neither
individual nor universalizable; these kinds of rational theoretical syntheses
are subjective speculations over common ideas. One needs to create the
universal value of beauty beyond temporality but meanwhile needs to do it
in temporality. Intending to create a rational, true value in time for the
beauty of its own act only, which goes beyond intentionality and time is a
paradoxical act but the paradoxicality of the act is full of universal ideas
melted in itself.
Arts have the critical perspective of noetic arts by nature. The
subjects of arts can be borrowed from the humanistic sciences.
Performative arts can be teamwork but the others cannot. Noetic and
esoteric arts are individualistic and connected. Esoteric arts are better to be
scientific because of the subjects they deal with, but not necessarily. Any
cultural esoteric doctrine can work as long as it does not contradict the
teleological virtues of the Meric system, especially universality. Esoteric
arts give the enormous details of implicit know-how of life in a mind-body,
nature, and society; they are vital and the basis of the family and
community culture because of their naive nature. Practicing noetic arts,
philosophy, mathematics, and logic need mental concentration and mindbody balance, and vice versa. In the same way, the objectives of esoteric
and noetic arts, freedom, and truth produce each other, they are two sides
of the same coin. Sharpening the reason with noetic arts and strengthening
the will with esoteric mind-body arts feed each other. Such an education
requires close relation to the student’s personal life as a whole. A part-time
boarding school system or a wise family with an education tradition may
be a solution for such an education. Finally, expressing himself in poetic
art will create a lifestyle, an aesthetic character for the student. Especially
music is necessary for arts as mathematics is necessary for sciences. Like
numbers, music is everywhere, in sculpture, in drama, in gastronomy or
olfactory, etc. The ways, wisdom, and techniques of the arts, in general,
will give students the chance to find their own ways of creating their
individual actions and existence as a universal value.
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6. Teleological Virtues of the Meric system
Freedom cannot be personal; it is a common interest and production.
No one can be free by oneself. Being free means being yourself among
others. The motivation and the power of freedom come from loving
oneself, and it is dialectical too, no one can love oneself without loving
others. Therefore, the life chain goes with loving life, loving your life,
loving others, willing to be free, and finally, fighting for the freedom of
others. Love is a universal virtue, one loves as one loves to live in a way
of self-actualization. Love is not an individual will to power. As Camus
said, “I rebel therefore we exist”; in another word, I rebel therefore I am
human! Love is the basic virtue to realize freedom as the basic value. If
freedom is the main goal of life, the mimetic target of genetic coding, then,
it needs a way, the way of truth. Truth is for freedom, and they cannot be
separated from each other. The problem is distinguishing truth from
charlatanry. The specific distinction of truth is entailing freedom for
everybody, and the motivation and the power of truth is justice. Justice
universally distributes freedom to everybody, and not kindly but
necessarily promises to give the rights to the owners. Justice is the virtue
that realizes the truth value. Justice the universal virtue is universalized via
the general, scientific truth value, and cannot be individualized back
anymore. Therefore, justice requires fighting for the rights of others, not
keeping quiet as a witness, and justice also requires protecting the weak
from so-called justice that is in favor of the power. Because injustice
obtains its possibility from these silent witnesses. Artificial intelligence
and dead people are silent witnesses, we have to turn back to life and fight
for universal human values in every square centimeter of our life. Life is a
creation of love that human beings should learn since their babyhood. Love
is not a cultural or religious issue to be reduced to procreation or elevated
to divinity, it is imperative for every intelligent being. Love and justice are
imaginary ideals not exist like phoenix and dragon, but fighting for
creating them turns us to be humans.
The Meric system itself has some basic virtues as mentioned above,
which are necessary for any esoteric doctrine. A normative ethical theory
is produced rationally, and cannot become a doctrine. Virtues are more
habitual rather than being rational, and so, habitual training requires an
esoteric doctrine. If people cannot have a rational esoteric doctrine in their
family or school, the Meric system offers basic meta-principles, within
which the people can begin to try to develop their own way. The telos of
the Meric system is to create a beautiful character, paradoxically naive
maturity or purification. It is not an elitist target for special people or some
private education systems or schools, everybody at any level can and
should try to achieve it. As an example, we can try to exhibit some ideas
below:
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Learning how to learn requires learning how to forget too. Because
knowledge can never be complete and has to be the subject of critical
reflection forever. Therefore, refreshing the mind, namely, emptying the
mind is the most important, the most difficult, and the basic skill to be
developed. Mind and body, Phoenix and Dragon are inseparable. The mind
is a result of the body, language is an extension of the motor system, so,
the mind and body have to have balance in themselves and between each
other. The basis of training the mind is training the body, thinking in the
shortest logical way, and speaking straightforwardly. The basis of training
a body is breathing right and to be straight, to sit, stand and walk straight.
The basis of training the character is being honest and sincere. The basis
of training a personality as the unity of the mind and body is to be
honorable as yourself without disturbing the harmony within a community,
being the part of a whole, and being the whole of all parts, like Simurg.
The way of training your phoenix is training your dragon!
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